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Abstract 20 
Intense disturbances in the ionosphere may produce perturbations in Global Navigation 21 
Satellite System’s (GNSS) radio signals that in the most severe cases produce receiver 22 
tracking problems, which in turn impact on GNSS positioning accuracy. In this paper we 23 
present a case study related to the sudden increase in total electron content (SITEC) 24 
induced by the X17.2 solar flare that occurred on 28 October 2003. This is the largest 25 
SITEC ever recorded by means of a rate of change of total electron content. A solar radio 26 
burst (SRB) occurred in the same period which caused GNSS signal fading and in some 27 
cases complete signal loss. Although SITEC contribution to the signal noise cannot be 28 
separated from that of SRB, in this paper we show that accuracy degradation may happen 29 
in kinematic precise point positioning (PPP) in several stations of the sunlit hemisphere 30 
when 30 s sampling rate data is analyzed. The observed errors in the position are the result 31 
of the difficulties that cycle slip (CS) detection strategies have to deal with the 32 
observables that have been affected by the SITEC. 33 
 34 
1. Introduction 35 
The ionosphere is a dispersive medium for GNSS’s (Global Navigation Satellite System) 36 
signals. The ionospheric delay produces errors of several tens of meters in the GNSS 37 
receiver–satellite range that in first approximation depend on the frequency transmitted 38 
and the ionospheric total electron content (TEC). This property makes GNSS a highly 39 
useful tool to monitor the ionosphere since dual frequency observations may be used to 40 
retrieve the ionospheric delay and TEC [Sardón and Zarraoa, 1997; De Lacy et al., 2005; 41 
Ciraolo et al., 2007]. The main difficulty lies in solving the inter-frequency bias, but for 42 
ionospheric irregularities detection, this obstacle can be overcome using the rate of 43 
change of TEC ( ROT ). 44 
Ionospheric irregularities may produce sudden fast changes in signals carrier’s phases 45 
that are manifested as large fluctuations of ROT . Diverse techniques based on TEC and 46 
ROT  have been proposed to detect different scales of plasma structures present in the 47 
ionosphere [Wanninger, 1993; Pi et al., 1997; Warnant, 1998; Mendillo et al., 2000; 48 
Leonovich et al., 2001; Magdaleno et al., 2011]. These parameters have been widely used 49 
for irregularities detection under different solar activity and geomagnetic conditions, 50 
confirming that the irregularity occurrence presents a spatial and temporal variability that 51 
depends on local time, season, location, solar activity and Space Weather events.  52 
Disturbances in the ionosphere may produce signal interference and rapid changes in 53 
amplitude and phase called scintillation. In the most severe cases, scintillation may cause 54 
signal tracking problems such as loss of lock or a complete signal loss [Skone et al., 2001] 55 
affecting the cycle slip (CS) detection algorithms [Banville et al., 2010] which in last 56 
instance may impact on the GNSS positioning accuracy.  57 
In recent years a number of papers have been published where the accuracy degradation 58 
of dual frequency precise point positioning (PPP) under perturbed ionospheric conditions 59 
is shown [Moreno et al., 2011; Pi et al., 2013; Jacobsen and Dähnn, 2014; Rodríguez-60 
Bilbao et al., 2015]. In these works PPP is performed by using single-receiver’s dual 61 
frequency GNSS code and carrier phase un-differenced observations together with 62 
precise satellite orbit and clock information to obtain the receiver position with high 63 
accuracy [Zumberge et al, 1997; Kouba and Héroux, 2001]. The error contributions to the 64 
satellite-receiver range observations such as the atmospheric refraction, the relativistic 65 
effects or antennas phase centers are corrected or modeled, and the ionosphere’s first 66 
order effect is removed by linearly combining the observables in both frequencies 67 
[Seeber, 2003]. However, PPP positioning errors still may increase in the presence of 68 
ionospheric irregularities but due to the complexity of the scenarios that can occur it is 69 
not a trivial task to distinguish between the contributions of each possible source of error 70 
to the final accuracy reached.  Factors such as dilution of precision, higher order 71 
ionospheric effects [Hoque and Jakowski, 2007], diffraction phenomena affecting the 72 
ionosphere-free combination [Carrano et al., 2013], solution convergence time after 73 
signal loss or the unnecessary ambiguity re-estimation due to the CS false detection 74 
[Banville and Langley, 2013] for each satellite-receiver link can be involved in the 75 
problem. 76 
Most of the studies reporting ionospheric irregularity effects on positioning have been so 77 
far focused in low- and high-latitude irregularities since these are the zones where radio 78 
scintillation is more prone to occur [Aarons, 1982].  Special attention has also been paid 79 
to ionospheric disturbances originating under geomagnetically perturbed conditions. In 80 
this work we look at a different kind of perturbation, and we analyze the impact of the 81 
large sudden increase in TEC (SITEC) induced by the 28 October 2003 X17.2/4B flare 82 
on PPP.  83 
A SITEC is produced by the atmospheric extra-ionization due to solar flare radiation 84 
emitted in X-ray and Extreme Ultra Violet (EUV). The solar radiation in EUV produces 85 
the F region electron density which is the main contributor to the TEC. Therefore a SITEC 86 
is largely produced by the ionospheric F region extra-ionization due to the EUV radiation 87 
emitted during a flare. A particular characteristic of SITECs is that they are not constricted 88 
in latitude and may affect the entire dayside ionosphere. The magnitude of the event 89 
depends to a large extent on the flare’s location on the sun, the emitted radiation flux and 90 
the solar zenith angle (SZA, the angle between the zenith of the site and the line of sight 91 
of the Sun [Liou, 2002]). In particular,  the ionospheric TEC increases linearly with the 92 
cosine of SZA [Wan et al., 2005; Le et al., 2013] and decreases as the distance of the flare 93 
from the solar central meridian increases due to the EUV flux absorption by the solar 94 
atmosphere [Liu et al., 2006; Qian et al., 2010; Le et al., 2013]. Furthermore, SITECs 95 
show seasonal-hemispheric asymmetry related to F region neutral species densities 96 
[Tsugawa et al., 2006; 2007].  97 
The 28 October 2003 solar flare is a special event since the EUV radiation emission from 98 
near the center of the solar disc produced the increase in the subsolar ionospheric electron 99 
content around 25 TECU in 5 min [Tsurutani et al., 2005]. In terms of ROT this has been 100 
the largest SITEC of solar cycle 23 [Liu et al., 2006] which also had an intense response 101 
in the dawn and dusk (sunlit) boundary regions [Zhang and Xiao, 2005]. This flare was 102 
accompanied by a solar radio burst (SRB) that caused interference to Global Positioning 103 
System (GPS) signal jeopardizing signal tracking performance, especially in the L2 104 
frequency by many receivers in the sunlit hemisphere [Chen et al., 2005; Cerruti et al., 105 
2006]. This SRB contained two periods, 11:02-11:12 UT and 11:42-12:00 UT that may 106 
have caused interference and signal fading to GPS signals. The first period coincided with 107 
the SITEC and previous studies [Chen et al., 2005] claim that SITEC played a secondary 108 
role in signal losses. In this work we explore this event’s effects on PPP accuracy, and 109 
we find position accuracy degradation is attributed to the presence of the SITEC. We 110 
make it clear that even if the signal degradation due to the simultaneous effect of SITEC 111 
and SRB are behind the observed phenomena, the increase in PPP errors are in most cases 112 
a consequence of the data processing strategies.  113 
In order to investigate the impact of the 28 October 2003 SITEC on PPP, position 114 
solutions are computed with two different free access tools: the online CSRS-PPP service 115 
[Mireault et al., 2008] and gLAB [Sanz et al., 2012]. Each software tackles the SITEC in 116 
a different way and therefore provides a different position solution. In this paper we 117 
present the influence of the mentioned event on kinematic dual frequency PPP results, 118 
and we note the shortcomings of the software when dealing with a phenomenon of this 119 
magnitude. 120 
 121 
2. Data and observations 122 
For our purpose GNSS data of permanent stations integrated in the International GNSS 123 
Service (IGS) are used. The receivers are located at low latitudes at different longitudes 124 
and they have been chosen in order to cover different solar zenith angles, SZA (Table1) 125 
as a representative sample of the ionospheric response to the flare. The data correspond 126 
to GNSS dual frequency code and phase observations at 30 s sampling rate.   127 
 128 
Table 1. IGS stations used in this studya 129 
ID Lat. (ºN) Long. (ºE) SZA(º) 
NKLG 0.35 9.67 13 
ASC1 -7.95 345.59 25 
MALI -3.00 40.19 31 
SEY1 -4.67 55.48 45 
MAS1 27.76 344.37 48 
AREQ -16.47 288.31 78 
BOGT 4.64 285.92 85 
aID, station identification code; Lat., geographic latitude; Long., geographic longitude ; 130 
SZA, rounded solar zenith angle estimated for the period of the 28 October 2003 SITEC. 131 
2.1. Procedure used to derive the ionospheric information 132 
A data pre-processing is performed for outliers and phase CS detection. The CSs are not 133 
repaired, but a new ambiguity is set up at the corresponding epoch. In the pre-processing, 134 
tropospheric delay, satellite and receiver antennas phase centre offsets and variations, 135 
phase wind-up and hardware delays are also corrected.  136 
The ionospheric delay on a GNSS signal frequency is estimated by means of a technique 137 
based on least squares theory [De Lacy et al., 2005; 2008b] that is implemented in MAP3-138 
1 algorithms [Moreno et al., 2014]. The elevation cut-off applied is 10º, which is the same 139 
value as the one used in PPP. 140 
The slant TEC ( sTEC ) for each satellite receiver link is computed in units of TECUs (1 141 
TECU = 1016 electrons/m2) by equation (1)  142 
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where 
iJ  is the ionospheric delay at frequency if  for 2,1i  that correspond to L1 and L2 144 
GPS frequencies and 233.40  sm . This mathematical expression is obtained by 145 
considering only the first two terms in the expansion of the refraction index of the 146 
ionosphere. To calculate the equivalent vertical TEC ( vTEC ) a mapping function is 147 
applied at the ionospheric pierce point (IPP) by assuming an ionospheric thin layer model 148 
[Schaer, 1997]. The expressions used are shown in equation (2) and equation (3)  149 
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where zpp stands for the zenith angle in the IPP, R  represents the geocentric distance to 152 
the station, 
ER  the Earth’s radius, H the mean value of the height of the ionosphere (in 153 
this work 350 km), and z the satellite zenith angle at the observing site. To show how fast 154 
the vTEC changes in time while the IPP travels following the satellite movement, the 155 
ROT  (in units of sTECU 30 ) is computed arc by arc using the expression shown in 156 
equation (4). These ROT values allow us to assess the TEC possible impact on 157 
positioning. 158 
      tvTECstvTECtROT  30                                                                         (4) 159 
2.2. Position determination 160 
The ionosphere-free combinations are the main observables used in dual frequency PPP. 161 
The unknowns to be solved in the data processing are the zenith tropospheric delay, the 162 
receiver clock error, the ambiguity parameters (integer ambiguity plus biases) and the 163 
position of the receiver. If no signal disruption or CSs occur, the ambiguities keep 164 
constant in each data arc. However, they are estimated recursively, which implies a 165 
convergence time which can last several minutes (around 30 min) until its final float 166 
solution is reached and the final accuracy is achieved: centimeter level in static mode and 167 
decimeter level in kinematic [Bisnath and Gao, 2009]. Additionally, in post processing, a 168 
backward filtering can be applied which it smooths the PPP results into a more accurate 169 
value.  170 
Geometry-Free (GF) and Melbourne-Wübbena (MW) combinations are usually used for 171 
outliers and CSs detection [Blewitt, 1990; Dach et al., 2007; de Lacy et al., 2008a]. In the 172 
GF combination the carrier phase measurement in the two signals (L1 and L2) are 173 
subtracted in order to remove the geometry and the non-dispersive effects of the signal. 174 
In general this combination varies smoothly with time, and allows computing the size of 175 
CSs easily. However, ionospheric effects and the multipath are not canceled in the 176 
combination, and therefore, the use of this combination is only recommended for 177 
unperturbed ionospheric conditions since high ionospheric activity conditions can 178 
degrade the performance of this detector. Furthermore, if the CSs occur simultaneously 179 
in both frequencies, they cannot individually be identified. On the other hand, the MW 180 
linear combination is formed as the difference between carrier phase’s wide lane (WL) 181 
and code’s narrow lane (NL) combinations. The MW combination cancels the non-182 
dispersive effects and the ionospheric refraction, however, it does not allow determining 183 
which frequency contains the jump, and if the slips in the two frequencies are identical, 184 
no CS will be detected. 185 
In this work two different tools have been used to process GNSS dual frequency 186 
observations along with IGS precise orbits and clocks [Dow et al., 2009] to get the 187 
kinematic PPP solution. Although the receivers are fixed, we assume that they are in 188 
motion in order to analyze the changes in the accuracy epoch by epoch. In both cases an 189 
elevation mask of 10º is set. 190 
First, kinematic positioning is carried out by means of the Natural Resources of Canada’s 191 
free online CSRS-PPP service (Canadian Spatial Reference System Precise Point 192 
Positioning, [Mireault et al., 2008]). With this routine, PPP is performed with backward 193 
filtering, and NL and WL combinations based CS detection filters by default. 194 
Second, the GNSS-LABoratory (gLAB) tool suite is used for PPP. This resource was 195 
developed by the research group of Astronomy and Geomatics from the Universitat 196 
Politecnica de Catalunya (gAGE/UPC) [Sanz et al., 2012]. In this PPP routine forward 197 
mode has been performed using the default GF and MW CS detection filters.  198 
In the data processing of each software other differences exist in addition to the CS 199 
detection filters such as the tropospheric model used and the mapping function applied. 200 
The differences that may exist between these two tools will cause the disparities observed 201 
in PPP solutions. The positioning results are shown by means of the error in the total 202 
distance, denoted Derror3 and calculated by the expression given in equation (5) 203 
2223 zyxDerror                                                                                   (5) 204 
where yx  , and z correspond to the differences between the estimated Cartesian 205 
coordinates and the IGS weekly solution (all referred to IGS05). 206 
 207 
3. Testing PPP performance in the presence of the 28 October 2003 SITEC at low 208 
latitudes 209 
 On 28 October 2003, the TEC experienced a fast enhancement in the 11:00-11:10 UT 210 
interval in all stations of the sunlit hemisphere [Tsurutani et al., 2005]. However, in this 211 
work we only present the results obtained in seven low latitude stations that cover the 212 
effect of different SZA as a sample of what is broadly observed. Figure 1 presents ROT  213 
values for all satellites in view in each of the selected stations from 10:30 to 12:30 UT. 214 
This event affects all these satellites simultaneously with nearly identical effects. Figure 215 
2 shows the dependence of ROT with the SZA at 11:02:30 UT. ROT peak values depend 216 
on SZA and reach a maximum value of around 4 TECU/30s over the stations with the 217 
lowest SZAs. ROT large values observed in figure 1 are the ionospheric response to the 218 
increase in the EUV radiation flux due to the flare and the slope of the linear dependence 219 
of ROT with cos(SZA) at each epoch will depend, at least in part, on the impulsive 220 
increase of the solar radio flux. In figure 3 the 30s time rate of change of photon flux in 221 
EUV and X-rays is presented. Data were obtained by the Solar EUV Monitor (SEM) 222 
onboard SOHO (Solar and Heliospheric Observatory) in the 26-34 nm and 0.1-50 nm 223 
band passes. These results show that the TEC steps up suddenly every time the flux 224 
increases impulsively. The perturbation, characterized by large positive values of ROT , 225 
lasted from 11:01 to 11:10 UT, until the EUV flux radiation started to decrease smoothly, 226 
although the ionospheric “anomalous TEC” lasted for approximately 3h [Tsurutani et al., 227 
2005].  228 
 229 
 230 
Figure 1. ROT  values for each station in the period 10:30-12:30 UT on 28 October 2003. 231 
Each color represents a satellite pass. Receivers are ranged according to the SZA from 232 
bottom (high) to top (low). Satellites above 10º of elevation are only shown. 233 
 234 
 235 
Figure 2. ROT dependence with respect to the SZA in each IPP for each satellite in view 236 
with elevation above 10º at each receiver on 28 October 2003 at 11:02:30 UT. 237 
 238 
 239 
Figure 3. 30s rate of change of the photon flux measured with SOHO /SEM in the 26-34 240 
nm band pass (gray) and in the 0.1-50 nm band pass (black) for the 10:30-12:30 UT 241 
interval on 28 October 2003. http://www.usc.edu/dept/space_science/semdatafolder/.  242 
 243 
 244 
Figure 4. Number of GPS observables registered at each epoch by each station during 245 
10:30-12:30 UT interval on 28 October 2003. In blue and magenta carrier phases (L1) 246 
and codes (P1) in 1.5 GHz respectively, in black and red the carrier phases (L2) and codes 247 
(P2) in 1.2 GHz respectively. Satellites above 10º of elevation are only considered. 248 
 249 
Note that in figure 1 a discontinuity is observed in NKLG station in the interval coinciding 250 
with the SITEC. This gap is due to lack of code and phase observables at L2 (1.2 GHz) 251 
in many satellites (in some epochs all of them) in the 11:03:00-11:11:30 UT interval (see 252 
figure 4).   253 
Figure 4 shows the number of observables (codes and carrier phases in L1 and L2) 254 
registered at each epoch in each receiver. Note that NKLG and ASC1 present the largest 255 
tracking problems coinciding with the same day SRB influence periods 11:02 – 11:12 UT 256 
and 11:42 -12:00 UT previously reported by Chen et al., [2005]. It is also worth noting 257 
that contrary to NKLG, ASC1 also presented tracking problems in 1.5 GHz, and SEY1 258 
also suffered from signal tracking problems, but only in the period related to the SITEC 259 
(i.e. 11:02-11:12 UT). The rest of the receivers do not present the mentioned tracking 260 
problems, although signal fading may have been present due to the SRB interference. 261 
Figure 5 shows the Derror3 obtained from CSRS-PPP results in the 10:30-12:30 UT 262 
interval. The mean value of the Derror3 for that day is between 8 cm and 12 cm in all the 263 
receivers except for AREQ where 20 cm are reached. The accuracy observed may seem 264 
worse than the expected and they are many reasons for that, such as, the poor signal 265 
quality in some cases, solution convergence period or the SRB and post-sunset 266 
irregularities related phenomena. However the accuracy degradation reaches several 267 
meters in the epoch where ROT peaks are present (from 1m in AREQ up to 8m in SEY1). 268 
In addition, NKLG and SEY1 results also show PPP accuracy degradation in the 11:40-269 
12:00 UT interval, which is related to the signal tracking problem shown in figure 4 in 270 
the same period of time. Gaps in figures 5 and 6 are the result of no position determination 271 
when less than five satellites are available. The big errors present in the period coincident 272 
with the SITEC related ROT peak values are the consequence of simultaneous 273 
ambiguities reset (figure 6). The combined effect of the signal to noise ratio decrease due 274 
to the SRB and the SITEC related increase in observables noise seems to be the source of 275 
problems in the NL combination based filters that produced the mentioned ambiguities 276 
reset. It is worth mentioning that the signal fading due to the SRB in the 10:40-12:00 UT 277 
period, which is not coincident with the SITEC does not cause any positioning problem, 278 
except the ones in NKLG and ASC1 which are attributed to signal loss.  279 
Figure 7 shows the number of satellites affected in each epoch by CSs or gaps related 280 
problems and NL and WL combination-based filters problems that produced ambiguities 281 
to be reset. This plot shows that NL combination related problems stand out with respect 282 
to the other two (CS/gap or WL). However, the ambiguities reset present in NKLG, 283 
ASC1, MALI and SEY1 before the SITEC took place seem to be caused by problems 284 
with the NL filter performance.  285 
Although the amplitude of the perturbations characterized by ROT  large values depends 286 
on the SZA, the accuracy degradation in the same period does not, even if positioning 287 
errors coincide with the epochs of high ROT . Moreover note that BOGT, the station with 288 
the highest SZA in this study, is still affected by the SITEC; however, it does not show 289 
the accuracy degradation present in the rest. The magnitude of the positioning errors in 290 
case of several ambiguity resets in PPP, that is usually related to code noise/multipath 291 
errors, in this concrete case, they seems to be related to the increased noise/multipath 292 
errors due to a combined effect of the SITEC and the SRB. 293 
 294 
 295 
Figure 5. The Derror3  obtained with CSRS-PPP results for each station in the 10:30-12:30 296 
UT interval on 28 October 2003. Receivers are ranged according to the solar zenith angle 297 
from bottom (high) to top (low).  298 
 299 
 300 
Figure 6. Number of satellites with ambiguities reset (red square) and the total number of 301 
satellites used in CSRS-PPP at each epoch (black asterisk) for each station in the 10:30-302 
12:30 UT interval on 28 October 2003.  303 
 304 
 305 
Figure 7. Number of satellites with ambiguities resets due to CS or gap (blue circle), NL 306 
combination (black asterisk) and WL combination (red dot) problems for each station in 307 
the 10:30-12:30 UT interval on 28 October 2003. 308 
 309 
 310 
 311 
Figure 8. The Derror3 determined with gLAB outputs at each station in the 11:00-11:30 312 
UT interval: in black the results after having applied the GF combination and in red the 313 
results after having disabled the GF filter.  314 
 315 
Due to the online character of CSRS-PPP service, it is not possible to change the 316 
parameters involved in the data processing. For that reason, we process the same GNSS 317 
data with gLAB because this PPP tool allow us choosing at least some parameters 318 
regarding, for example, the filters for cycle slip detection which enables to check what 319 
happens when CS detection filters are turned off. Figure 8 shows the Derror3 obtained 320 
with gLAB results in the 10:30-12:30 UT period. Black color represents the accuracy 321 
reached after performing the PPP forward, applying both the GF and the MW 322 
combinations to detect the CSs. The PPP performance in all the stations is characterized 323 
by a gap in the period where largest values of ROT are present followed by errors of the 324 
order of meters. NKLG and ASC1 results also show the problems related to the SRB 325 
signal loss in the 11:45-12:05 UT interval. The errors can reach up to 8 m in NKLG, or 326 
exceed 2 m in general to gradually decrease until they converge into a more accurate 327 
value due to the time needed for ambiguities to reach a steady state. Except for NKLG 328 
the gaps present in black curves in the 11:00-11:15 UT interval are due to data discarding 329 
by the filters. The larger the period with high ROT  the longer the gap is. BOGT, being 330 
the station with largest SZA registers the ROT  smallest values and consequently the gap 331 
for the same period lasts less. To prove this statement in a second step no GF filter was 332 
applied. Red color represents the results obtained with gLAB with the GF CS detection 333 
filter turned off. In the period of the SITEC, no big errors are observed except for NKLG, 334 
where the receiver suffered from tracking problems of the code and carrier phase in L2. 335 
In this case, disabling the GF CS detection filter implies a better PPP performance in the 336 
10:30-12:30 UT interval because no CSs are mis-detected in the period coinciding with 337 
the ROT largest values. The stations used in this work are located in low latitudes and 338 
most of them present post-sunset irregularities that produce errors enlargement in 339 
nighttime period due to the use of the GF CS detection filter. The accuracy degradation 340 
is largely produced by false CSs detection due to the large values in ROT that 341 
characterizes these irregularities. However, real CS may also be present due to 342 
scintillation phenomena associated to some of the irregularities present in the signals ray 343 
path. 344 
The results obtained with the two tools used in this study show large differences that are 345 
related to the data processing methods. For example, one of the characteristics of CSRS-346 
PPP is that backward processing has been performed by default, and therefore, results do 347 
not show the convergence time, but only the accuracy reached. Both techniques present 348 
difficulties to maintain the expected accuracy due to the SITEC event but in the case of 349 
gLAB only when the GF CS detection filter is turned on, since the default threshold values 350 
of the MW detection filter seem to be loose enough not to flag the periods with increased 351 
noise/multipath caused by the combined effect of the SRB and the SITEC.  352 
 353 
4. Discussion and Conclusions 354 
The impact of the 28 October 2003 SITEC on kinematic PPP accuracy has been 355 
investigated. The solar flare that hit the Earth’s atmosphere that day produced the largest 356 
and fastest TEC increase ever recorded by GNSS. The SITEC reached values of around 357 
4 TECU/30s near the subsolar point, and this value gradually decreased to around 1.5 358 
TECU/30s in the sites of the sunlit hemisphere where the SZA was high. This event was 359 
accompanied by a SRB which caused interference in GPS signals in two periods: 11:02-360 
11:12 UT and 11:42-12:00 UT. These results show that the large errors observed in PPP 361 
during the SITEC are not caused by signal tracking problems related CSs or complete 362 
signal loss that have been attributed to a SRB that took place the same day. We blame the 363 
SITEC phenomena and not the SRB since this last had a major impact on GPS signal 364 
fading in the 11:42-12:00UT interval, and nevertheless, no PPP errors were observed 365 
other than those related to signal loss. On the other hand, the SITEC contribution to the 366 
noise from the SRB impact in the 11:00-11:15 UT interval cannot be distinguished. The 367 
errors observed in this case study are the consequence of a combined effect of the SITEC 368 
and SRB influence on GNSS signals and the data processing strategies inside each PPP 369 
tool. 370 
The degradation shown in CSRS-PPP results accuracies are well correlated in time with 371 
the peak values reached in ROT . However the errors observed are due to the 372 
simultaneous ambiguities reset induced by the NL combination based filter’s problems 373 
to deal with the SITEC effect on observables. Except for BOGT (the station with the 374 
smallest ROT  response) and NKLG (the station with the largest ROT response and 375 
with the most L2 observables losses), the  ambiguity parameters are needlessly reset 376 
which makes accuracy to drop up to some meters in the epoch where the ROT reaches 377 
its largest values.  378 
On the other hand, gLAB results show that when the GF CS detection filter is turned on, 379 
the large rate of change of this observable combination make the CSs to be flagged at 380 
those epochs and the corresponding observables to be rejected from the processing. PPP 381 
errors appear after a gap and the accuracy degradation of the order of few meters lasts 382 
until the solution converges between 10 and 20 min after the occurrence of the gap. This 383 
interruption in the results depends on the ionospheric response to the flare, i.e. the ROT384 
value reached, during the SITEC, and the thresholds selected in the filters. These results 385 
show a significant accuracy improvement on forward kinematic PPP when the GF filters 386 
are turned off since no CS are flagged and therefore no data is discarded. The difficulties 387 
to track the L2 signal in the NKLG receiver caused the gap observed in the results. 388 
CSs are more prone to occur in the presence of low signal to noise ratio (SNR) especially 389 
under strong signal multipath or ionospheric scintillation conditions. Despite the GPS 390 
carrier-to-noise ratio fade caused by the same day solar radio bursts [Chen et al., 2005; 391 
Cerruti et al., 2006] it is clear that the SITEC disturbed the observables of some of the 392 
receivers in the sunlit hemisphere. The PPP accuracy degradation observed in the 393 
presence of this particular SITEC is caused by the procedure used for CSs detection. 394 
Obviously the GF combination based filters may erroneously detect CSs during the 395 
SITEC related carrier phase fast variations. In this concrete case, disabling the GF filters 396 
may help to avoid the problem. However the sudden increase in observables noise may 397 
also hinder the CS detection in detectors that use other kinds of observables linear 398 
combination (e.g., MW or NL combination-based filters), and deactivating completely 399 
the CS-s detection filters it is not a real solution since actual CSs may occur. Developing 400 
CS detectors that are capable to deal with low-latitudes data are a real challenge due to 401 
the presence of scintillation phenomena caused by postsunset irregularities. Even if 402 
reached values of ROT may be essentially the same, unlike the SITEC in the presence of 403 
post-sunset irregularities the rapid fluctuations in TEC occur on a particular link and may 404 
be accompanied by signal scintillation related CSs. This makes it one of the most difficult 405 
situations to detect CSs reliably. To solve the CSs detection failures under disturbed 406 
ionospheric conditions, a variety of procedures have been proposed in recent years 407 
[Banville and Langley, 2013; Cai et al., 2013; Ji et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2014], but we 408 
ignore if they are able to solve extreme and combined events like the one studied in this 409 
work which still can induce errors in PPP. It is noteworthy that in this paper we analyze 410 
data with 30s sampling rate and that considering higher rate (e.g.1s) would prevent the 411 
SITEC related problems in the CS detection. 412 
In summary, SITECs are not ionospheric events like the low-latitude postsunset 413 
irregularities. They cause a simultaneous response in all the sunlit hemisphere and they 414 
depend on a specific and uncommon solar episode. Furthermore, they can also be 415 
accompanied by SRBs that may cause a simultaneous interference in GNSS signals 416 
received in stations that are located in the sunlit hemisphere. As exposed in this work, the 417 
SRB itself may produce signal tracking problems and when combined with the SITEC 418 
may hinder CS detection algorithms and become a punctual source of error in kinematic 419 
PPP.  420 
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